
List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7080033 URDU CA006#

7080077 URDU CA008#

7080104 HISTORY SC002#

7080136 ECONOMICS CE004#

7080138 URDU CA009#

7080150 ISLAMIC ST. BC003#

7080151 MATHEMATICS CE004#

7080153 BIO. SC. PH002#

7080155 ENGLISH CE019#

7080166 ENGLISH CE018#

7080170 HINDI NC009#

7080175 ISLAMIC ST. BC008#

7080192 GEOGRAPHY CA006#

7080196 ISLAMIC ST. BC006#

7080206 BIO. SC. CE016#

7080221 HINDI PH008#

7080230 HISTORY SC003#

7080231 ECONOMICS CA001$

7080240 GEOGRAPHY CA004#CE002#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7080242 BIO. SC. CA010#

7080277 ECONOMICS CA009#

7080291 MATHEMATICS CA002#

7080299 ENGLISH CE020#

7080308 CIVICS BC006#

7080321 ENGLISH CE021#

7080324 CIVICS CE008#

7080340 HISTORY CE006#

7080347 GEOGRAPHY CA008#

7080350 ECONOMICS CE001$

7080360 ENGLISH CE004#

7080375 BIO. SC. PH003#

7080392 URDU PH005#

7080396 BIO. SC. CE013#

7080403 ECONOMICS CA005#

7080410 ENGLISH CA002#

7080422 BIO. SC. CA009#

7080436 GEOGRAPHY CE009#

7080443 MATHEMATICS BC006#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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7080449 ENGLISH CA001$

7080461 ENGLISH CA007#

7080466 ENGLISH CE014#

7080468 MATHEMATICS CE002$

7080470 MATHEMATICS CA009#

7080473 GEOGRAPHY CE010#

7080478 BIO. SC. CE019#

7080481 HISTORY PH009#

7080482 BIO. SC. CE006#

7080486 URDU BC002#

7080490 BIO. SC. CE004#

7080495 ENGLISH CE006#

7080501 PHYSICAL SC. CE003#

7080506 URDU CA005#CE002#

7080509 BIO. SC. CE011#

7080511 HOME SC. PH001$

7080515 BIO. SC. CA003#

7080518 MATHEMATICS CA008#

7080522 COMMERCE CE010#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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7080524 ENGLISH CE016#

7080529 ENGLISH CE023#

7080530 GEOGRAPHY CA002#

7080533 ISLAMIC ST. BC004#

7080535 PHYSICAL SC. BC001$

7080562 COMMERCE CE005#

7080570 URDU DS009#

7080581 BIO. SC. DS002#

7080590 MATHEMATICS DS009#

7080607 ECONOMICS CE009#

7080610 GEOGRAPHY CA007#CE003#

7080611 CIVICS BC002#

7080621 GEOGRAPHY CE007#

7080622 ECONOMICS CE002#

7080644 PHYSICAL SC. SC002#

7080646 PHYSICAL SC. BC005#

7080648 BIO. SC. CA008#

7080663 URDU BC009#

7080669 ISLAMIC ST. BC009#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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7080676 ENGLISH CE012#

7080682 ENGLISH CA009#

7080690 ECONOMICS CA010#

7080717 PHYSICAL SC. CE011#

7080730 GEOGRAPHY CE006#

7080742 URDU CA010#

7080764 PHYSICAL SC. CE007#

7080768 HINDI PH001$

7080771 ENGLISH CA003#CE001$

7080781 MATHEMATICS CE007#

7080784 ISLAMIC ST. BC007#

7080796 ECONOMICS CE007#

7080809 BIO. SC. CE010#

7080811 HOME SC. CE003#

7080814 BIO. SC. CE003#

7080820 HINDI PH010#

7080821 ENGLISH CE013#

7080828 ENGLISH CE010#

7080839 HISTORY PH002#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7080842 URDU CA007#

7080851 BIO. SC. CE008#

7080862 URDU BC003#

7080863 COMMERCE SC004#

7080874 HISTORY CE002#

7080878 BIO. SC. CE007#

7080883 BIO. SC. CE012#

7080885 BIO. SC. CE009#

7080887 PHYSICAL SC. CE002$

7080889 ENGLISH CE005#

7080901 ENGLISH CE007#

7080902 CIVICS CE002#

7080916 COMMERCE CE008#

7080946 BIO. SC. CE014#

7080948 URDU CA004#

7080954 BIO. SC. CE005#

7080955 ENGLISH PH003#CE015#

7080957 HOME SC. CE002#

7080959 HINDI CE003#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7080972 CIVICS BC010#

7080976 GEOGRAPHY CA009#CE004#

7080983 ECONOMICS CA006#

7080989 ENGLISH CA008#CE003$

7080993 COMMERCE CE002#

7081006 COMMERCE CE009#

7081023 PHYSICAL SC. CE016#

7081027 HINDI DS001$

7081029 MATHEMATICS CE006#

7081036 GEOGRAPHY CA010#

7081037 CIVICS BC001$

7081040 GEOGRAPHY CE008#

7081042 CIVICS BC007#

7081049 COMMERCE CE007#

7081054 ENGLISH CE008#

7081066 BIO. SC. CA001$

7081075 ENGLISH CA004#CE002$

7081082 ISLAMIC ST. BC005#

7081095 COMMERCE CE001$

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7081108 CIVICS DS005#

7081109 BIO. SC. CE018#

7081117 ENGLISH CE022#

7081120 ENGLISH CA005#

7081151 HOME SC. CE004#

7081153 COMMERCE CE004#

7081170 GEOGRAPHY CA001$CE001$

7081171 MATHEMATICS CE010#

7081179 COMMERCE SC001$

7081184 BIO. SC. CE015#

7081196 BIO. SC. CA002#

7081198 PHYSICAL SC. CE010#

7081199 URDU CA003#

7081200 URDU BC004#

7081208 ENGLISH CA010#

7081218 ECONOMICS CA002#

7081222 HISTORY CE004#

7081226 BIO. SC. DS006#

7081242 PHYSICAL SC. CE005#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7081269 ENGLISH CE009#

7081270 HOME SC. CE001$

7081278 ENGLISH CE017#

7081310 HINDI DS004# PH007#

7081312 URDU CA002#

7081314 MATHEMATICS CE005#

7081328 ECONOMICS CE006#

7081331 PHYSICAL SC. CE001$

7081347 URDU CE003#

7081350 ECONOMICS CE003#

7081352 HISTORY CE001$

7081354 HINDI CE001$

7081370 ECONOMICS CA003#

7081376 HINDI CE002#

7081386 COMMERCE SC003#

7081388 CIVICS CE009#

7081398 ENGLISH CE028#

7081400 CIVICS CE007#

7081414 URDU PH004#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7081419 COMMERCE SC002#

7081420 URDU CE001$

7081423 CIVICS DS001$

7081430 ENGLISH CE011#

7081433 COMMERCE CE006#

7081435 HISTORY CE007#

7081438 HINDI DS002#

7081443 GEOGRAPHY CA005#

7081459 HINDI NC007#

7081460 ENGLISH CE024#

7081481 MATHEMATICS CE008#

7081491 ENGLISH PH004#CE025#

7081496 CIVICS CE001$

7081521 CIVICS CE006#

7081540 PHYSICAL SC. BC007#

7081542 PHYSICAL SC. CE004#

7081563 CIVICS BC003#

7081576 CIVICS CE005#

7081580 HINDI PH004#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7081592 MATHEMATICS CA003#CE001$

7081593 ARABIC DS008#

7081594 URDU BC005#

7081595 BIO. SC. CA006#CE001$

7081607 PHYSICAL SC. CE012#

7081624 MATHEMATICS CA001$

7081638 HINDI NC010#

7081645 ECONOMICS CE005#

7081650 MATHEMATICS CE009#

7081655 ECONOMICS CA004#

7081659 HOME SC. CE005#

7081684 HINDI NC004#

7081696 HISTORY PH004#

7081702 MATHEMATICS BC003#

7081704 HINDI DS003#

7081706 CIVICS BC004#

7081711 MATHEMATICS BC002#

7081713 MATHEMATICS BC010#

7081721 HISTORY PH008#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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B.Ed.

2021-22
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Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7081729 URDU DS005#

7081751 BIO. SC. PH001$

7081764 PHYSICAL SC. CE014#

7081805 HINDI PH006#

7081819 CIVICS PH004#

7081826 PHYSICAL SC. CE009#

7081831 MATHEMATICS PH002#

7081837 PHYSICAL SC. BC006#

7081841 MATHEMATICS BC008#

7081844 COMMERCE CE003#

7081847 HISTORY PH001$

7081856 BIO. SC. PH004#

7081859 PHYSICAL SC. BC004#

7081872 URDU DS008#

7081886 GEOGRAPHY CA003#

7081927 URDU PH007#

7081932 BIO. SC. PH006#

7081935 MATHEMATICS CE011#

7081944 CIVICS BC008# PH001$

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22
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Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7081946 HINDI PH009#

7081975 MATHEMATICS DS003#

7081983 ENGLISH PH002#

7082015 HINDI PH002#

7082032 CIVICS DS007#

7082033 ECONOMICS CA008#

7082038 ENGLISH CE027#

7082039 ECONOMICS PH001$

7082045 PHYSICAL SC. SC001$

7082046 MATHEMATICS PH004#

7082051 HINDI PH003#

7082052 ENGLISH PH001$

7082053 URDU PH002#

7082061 BIO. SC. CA004#

7082063 HINDI NC001$

7082066 ENGLISH PH007#

7082076 URDU PH006#

7082086 HISTORY PH006#

7082120 PHYSICAL SC. CE013#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7082145 PHYSICAL SC. SC007#

7082152 MATHEMATICS CA005#

7082163 HINDI DS005#

7082165 MATHEMATICS PH003#

7082177 MATHEMATICS CA010#CE003#

7082200 URDU PH009#

7082213 CIVICS PH003#

7082225 ECONOMICS PH002#

7082232 HISTORY PH007#

7082238 URDU PH001$

7082242 CIVICS BC009#

7082246 CIVICS DS002#

7082247 HISTORY PH003#

7082248 ENGLISH CE026#

7082257 BIO. SC. CA007#CE002$

7082269 PHYSICAL SC. PH001$

7082278 PHYSICAL SC. SC005#

7082291 ECONOMICS CA007#

7082297 HINDI NC006#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7082298 ENGLISH CA006#

7082312 CIVICS BC005#

7082325 URDU PH003#

7082340 PHYSICAL SC. CE006#

7082341 MATHEMATICS CA004#

7082361 HISTORY PH010#

7082374 URDU BC010#

7082375 CIVICS PH002#

7082385 ENGLISH PH008#

7082388 HISTORY CE005#

7082395 URDU DS001$ BC001$

7082396 MATHEMATICS DS005#

7082409 PHYSICAL SC. BC002#

7082415 PHYSICAL SC. CE008#

7082421 CIVICS DS004#

7082423 MATHEMATICS BC001$

7082430 HISTORY CE008#

7082436 HINDI NC005#

7082441 MATHEMATICS BC004#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7082450 URDU PH008#

7082457 PHYSICAL SC. SC004#

7082461 URDU PH010#

7082471 PHYSICAL SC. SC003#

7082483 PHYSICAL SC. PH002#

7082505 ECONOMICS CE008#

7082518 URDU DS007#

7082526 ARABIC DS010#

7082556 CIVICS CE003#

7082560 MATHEMATICS PH001$

7082567 MATHEMATICS CA007#

7082572 BIO. SC. DS008#

7082579 BIO. SC. CA005#

7082584 GEOGRAPHY CE005#

7082593 HINDI NC002#

7082608 MATHEMATICS PH005#

7082614 HINDI NC003#

7082616 HISTORY CE003#

7082620 HINDI PH005#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7082628 CIVICS CE004#

7082637 HISTORY PH005#

7082657 PHYSICAL SC. SC006#

7082663 MATHEMATICS CA006#

7082672 HINDI NC008#

7082690 ENGLISH PH006#

7082718 ENGLISH PH009#

7082722 BIO. SC. CE017#

7082729 BIO. SC. PH005#

7082734 PHYSICAL SC. CE015#

7082738 PHYSICAL SC. CE017#

7082747 URDU CA001$

7082770 URDU DS006#

7082786 MATHEMATICS DS008#

7082846 MATHEMATICS DS002# BC009#

7082878 ENGLISH BC001$

7082891 MATHEMATICS BC007#

7082940 ARABIC BC001$

7082956 MATHEMATICS DS010#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7082961 MATHEMATICS BC005#

7082988 MATHEMATICS DS001$

7083013 PHYSICAL SC. BC010#

7083019 ENGLISH BC006#

7083050 HISTORY SC001$

7083084 ENGLISH BC005#

7083097 URDU DS003# BC007#

7083120 ENGLISH BC008#

7083122 PHYSICAL SC. BC009#

7083145 ENGLISH BC009#

7083149 MATHEMATICS DS004#

7083156 MATHEMATICS DS006#

7083173 ENGLISH BC003#

7083175 ISLAMIC ST. BC001$

7083177 BIO. SC. DS003#

7083201 ENGLISH BC004#

7083253 BIO. SC. DS009#

7083258 ARABIC DS004# BC008#

7083259 ARABIC DS005# BC010#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7083262 ARABIC BC009#

7083269 ENGLISH BC007#

7083291 ARABIC DS007#

7083311 BIO. SC. DS001$

7083331 ARABIC DS001$ BC003#

7083395 MATHEMATICS DS007#

7083437 URDU DS002# BC006#

7083439 ARABIC BC005#

7083455 BIO. SC. DS007#

7083461 BIO. SC. DS004#

7083485 ARABIC DS002# BC006#

7083486 ARABIC DS003# BC007#

7083488 ENGLISH BC002#

7083492 PHYSICAL SC. BC008#

7083504 PHYSICAL SC. BC003#

7083528 ENGLISH PH005#

7083537 CIVICS DS006#

7083551 URDU DS004# BC008#

7083554 ISLAMIC ST. BC002#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2021-22

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

7083589 BIO. SC. DS005#

7083593 ARABIC DS006#

7083604 ENGLISH BC010#

7083606 ARABIC DS009#

7083609 ARABIC BC002#

7083612 URDU DS010#

7083617 CIVICS DS003#

7083631 ARABIC BC004#

7083634 BIO. SC. DS010#

CONTROLLER
11.12.2021

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 


